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Presidents Report
Grant
Well, September is here and that signals a
change of weather patterns with the start of
spring. Hopefully it will also bring a change of
warmer weather, although I'm sure we will
just get the winds that come with this time of
year . Not that you should be put off with
going flying in the wind, as it is a good skill to
learn and will increase the amount of flying
you get in during the year . It's also a good time to drag out those under
used slope soarers or maybe even build a quick & cheap one out of the
winter project scraps.
During the last few weeks I’ve finally got time to spend a few hours
finishing off my float plane, having not quite got it fully finished and
ready to fly for our last floatplane day. I must say I'm pretty pleased with
the way it now looks, having added a few decals to liven it up a bit.
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Grant’s nice new shiny Float Plane complete with racing
stripes
I also ran the motor which is an ex helicopter OS60 and played with a
number of props to see which ran best. With it running well, all that’s
left is to test fly it at the upcoming float plane day at the end of the
month. Now its back to working on Warrens FU24 Fletcher to get that
flying!!
Club Night. Unfortunately for me, a potential covid19 connection
prevented me from attending Augusts club night meeting. A big thanks
to Gordon for stepping in at the last minute to run the meeting under
covid level 2 requirements. From all accounts, despite going to level 2
we still had a reasonably good turnout and the feedback about Frazer
Briggs presentation on “Centre of Gravity” was all good. Many said they
got real value from the presentation which is really good to hear. Thanks
Frazer.
Septembers club night features Frazer once again, this time presenting an
introduction to RC Aerobatics. This will be focused on simple aerobatics
for the beginner and give an introduction on how to approach the key
flying basics. As a follow up to the club night presentation, Frazer will
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be holding an on field tutorial and coaching session on the Sunday 13th
at HMAC from midday. Normal club flying is welcome for the morning
up until mid-day and then Frazer will take over for the afternoon show.

If the Red Arrows and Frazer can do it, so can
you…….maybe.
Even if you don’t want to fly, this is likely to be a very informative
session to watch and listen to so make the time to hang around if you can.
Along with Frazers introduction to aerobatics event next weekend, as
mentioned earlier we have another float plane day scheduled for the end
of the month at Lake Kainui (D) on Sunday 27th Sept. This is also the
first day of Daylights Saving (Wahooo) for the summer months, so be
prepared for a slightly earlier start and remember to move those clocks
forward as you wont want to miss out on the best flying which is always
in the early morning!
Wings Badges. Thank you to those members that took heed of my
comments last month about wings badges and have started to work
towards attaining their basic flight proficiency level. This is a relatively
painless exercise and pays off in the long run for both you and the club
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as a whole. Get in touch with Gordon Meads (Mob 021-1252911) and let
him know you are keen to sit your wings badge and he will guide you
through. Also take a look at the model flying NZ web page devoted to
the program to get a better idea of the requirements.
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/wingsscheme/home.html
Finally, a reminder that we are currently under Covid 19 Level2 and
there are some basic guidelines printed on our web pages. Please ensure
you continue to follow these guidelines whilst we remain at level 2 and
also provide contact tracing details when you visit the field. For those
with the Covid App on their smartphones we now have the QR quick
contact record sheet attached to the mail box and the tin shed.
Right, that would be about all I have to report for the month. I’m looking
out the window, its Thursday and the sky has been stunning all
day…fingers crossed it continues into the weekend
As usual, remember…Safety is no accident.
Cheers Grant
_________________________________________________________

Wayne trying to figure out how to get his plane through the
slalom course
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With our next Float Plane Day coming
up later this month Malcolm Foster
reports on his latest project….
Over to you Malcolm
Hi from sunny Thames
(and sometimes stormy Thames…)
I enjoyed the last newsletter, especially the articles on the last Float Fly.
I hope to get to the September one, with a couple of my marine monsters,
like the new one I’ve just finished.
I’ve attached photos of my latest original design, which I am happy (and
relieved) to report flew beautifully straight off the imaginary drawing
board. This is because I didn’t use a drawing board, just a whole lot of
old Turkish Kebab containers, a few balsa spars, and lashings of
polystyrene.
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So I went for something different, and I felt a twin radial, twin fin, 1920s
style biplane flying boat would fit the bill. Span is 46”, chord 8”, wing
area 724 sq.inches, all-up weight with 2200MaH LiPo is an even 2 lb. I
worked it out to be about 6.2oz per square ft wing loading, nice and light.
(I’m going to use old school measurements, ‘cause it’s an old school
model….) Fuselage is 42” long, and moment arm is 14.5 “. This is
about 4 “ longer than my previous biplane flying boat, which tended to
wander a bit, and required concentration to fly. This little honey is a
breeze to fly, and goes where she is aimed. The twin rudders are a hoot,
and work by a continuous loop. Ailerons are top wing only, with a little
“Fokker” counterbalance at the tips. Good authority. The wings have
twin balsa spars, with the CG on the front spar. Fully rigged with
working “Goliath” thread flying and landing wires, and hard balsa
interplane struts. You’ve gotta strut your stuff…..
There’s probably a degree or two difference between the wings and
tailplane. (Tailplane set a little negative.) Motors are probably set
straight ahead.
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I started building “from the keel up” with hotmelt glue and sections of
Kebab depron. This goes together nice and quickly (but I tend to burn
my fingers now and then) The two piece keel of polystyrene has a hard
balsa curved chine which gives a nice flow to the fuselage. Once the
sides were on, the dental floss “pull-pull” rudders and elevator controls
were installed and I sheeted the top, with more Kebab Takeaways
recycling. Hull is finished with 2 coats water-based polyvarnish.

The twin electric motors are cheap outrunners, surrounded by heaps of
radial cylinders, and with a $2 shop polystyrene egg as a rear fairing. I
attached the motors to twin ply mounts, lightened and braced with
bamboo skewers. The twin-tail also has a hard balsa leading edge and
rear skewer bracing, due to the shake-rattle- and –rolling I noticed doing
early motor runs. There is enough power produced for unlimited vertical
flight. Which just looks weird from this plane.
Two 30 amp ESCs, all soldered and cleaned and insulated from the nasty
salt spray. It’s been working well up to now, and the motors give a
lovely deep “growl” probably due to hanging on wooden mounts in the
middle of nowhere. The design means I can remove the double wing
cell from the fuselage, and the motors stay put.
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It was sooo rewarding to see her take to the air from my little lagoon on
a calm day recently, and fly perfectly. Here’s where I do a shout-out to
all those aeromodellers who like to stick their neck out, design
something from the ground up, use the “eye-ometer” as their main tool,
and are prepared for the consequences. I followed what I have learned
in the past - add strength only where the weight is justified, and believed
in the new creation right from the start - if it looks right, it WILL fly
right.
Looking forward to seeing you all at the next Float Fly Day.
Cheers,
Malcolm

__________________________________________________________

Aces Stik no more.
Was it a case of
flying the wrong
Aces
Stik……………Sel ?
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Protruding Servo Leads
Mike O Grady
When a model is un-assembled, servo leads protruding from the fuselage
and wings can be prone to being snagged. Or worse still, slipping back
inside the structure and can be difficult to locate. While at the field a
few weeks ago I showed Grant some simple plugs I had formed out of
scraps of foam, which fit snugly into the end ribs and fuse sides. They
captivate the leads and keep them accessible for the next time the model
is assembled. They work fine for me, should have thought of it years
ago. So while still packing up, Mr Snap Happy, Grant, had taken a
couple of pictures and instructed me to write this little story!

Oh so simple and yet
so clever. Thanks
Mike for sharing this
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August’s Flying Antics

Lyndon Perry – Snipe
Wynn Robins - BAMF

Grant Finlay – Radian
Dave Crook - Tori

August 16. The sun was
shining at last, a lovely day
for gliders
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Mike O’Grady’s Fly Baby

It’s a thumbs up from Lyndon
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Aces Stik – Combat style….Seriously ?

Yep, So Serious !
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Want a World Record ?
World record in pulling a number of Gliders by one plane at one time:
9 sailplanes towed by a ZLÍN 137 Turbo produced by AERO
SLOVAKIA
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Aircraft I Dream About—Focke-Wulf
F 19A
Bruce Pickering

Just when you think you’ve seen everything, something else comes
along to smash the illusion. Such was the case when I first saw a video
of the Focke-Wulf F 19A in flight. I must admit, my first thought was,
“Ah yes, I have to make one of them!” But first, something about the
designer-builders: Mr. Focke and Mr Wulf.
Actually, there two Mr. Fockes: brothers Henrich and Wilhelm, born in
Bremen, Germany, in the late 1800’s. Georg Wulf, son of a customs
agent, was born in 1895 also in Bremen. Around 1910, the Focke
brothers built a simple canard aeroplane of steel tubes and bamboo,
powered by an eight horsepower engine. Their attempts to fly on the
local parade ground were unsuccessful, but they stirred the interest of the
younger Wulf. Georg Wulf was so enthusiastic about flying that he quit
high school before graduating so he could build aeroplanes. He proposed
that he and Henrich Focke should work together in the venture. Focke
readily accepted the offer and, starting in 1911, they designed and built
aircraft. In 1912 they completed a monoplane, which Wulf successfully
flew.
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After World War I Germany was prohibited from building aeroplanes
with engines, but that did not stop Focke and Wulf. They secretly
continued to build their aircraft in the basement of the Focke family
house; Wulf was the test pilot. In 1923 they formed the Bremen Aircraft
Construction Company which they later renamed Focke-Wulf Aircraft
Construction Inc. Wulf assumed the roles of managing director,
technical director of operations, and chief pilot. In the following years t
he company designed and successfully flew many aircraft.

The first Focke-Wulf F19 flew in September 1927. This was something
different, being a canard. But the gestation of the idea started even
before the war, as Henrich’s brother Wilhelm had worked on the design
of a canard aircraft for some years. They called it the “Ente” (duck). The
F19 Ente was a high wing, twin engined monoplane with a canard layout
and fixed tricycle undercarriage. The main wing spanned 10m and the
fuselage was 10.5m long. The two 75hp Siemens Halske Sh II radial
engines housed in nacelles mounted under the wings gave it a cruising
speed of 128kph. In common with other types of the period the pilot sat
in an open cockpit. An enclosed cabin was provided for two or three
passengers in an attempt to cater for the evolving “air taxi” service.
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Everything about the F19 Ente was quite simple—until you get to the
canard. This was mounted on short struts above the nose of the aircraft,
ahead of the cockpit. The elevators were mounted below the canard to
incorporate a kind of slot effect. The radical design featured an
innovative “safety” feature. The parasol mount raised the foreplane
above the fuselage, which no doubt drastically improved the pilot’s
vision. But more importantly, included within the structure was a
pivoting mechanism that allowed the foreplane to tilt from side to side.
According to the patent held by Focke, the purpose of this tilting
mechanism was to “ease pilot control problems in the case of losing an
engine.” The idea was that if one engine failed, the pilot could maintain
directional control by tilting the canard to offset asymmetric thrust.
Ninety years ago, that must have been a brilliant idea.
A well-informed source at the time reported that this tilting device had
one drawback; in one particular set of circumstances it would not work.
Georg Wulf was seemingly aware of this flaw; he had thoroughly tested
the F19 fourteen times since its first flight. Only 27 days from that first
flight he demonstrated it in front of some potential buyers. During the
course of this demonstration, made at low level, Wulf encountered
whatever the problem was and although he nearly regained control, the
machine struck the ground, destroying the aircraft and killing him. The
company lost its co-founder and Chief Pilot. It was determined later that
a control rod to the canard broke, causing loss of control.
Undeterred, realizing the inherent advantage of a canard—the design
was adjusted so that the foreplane would stall before the rear
mainplane—in 1930 the company produced a second aircraft, the F19A.
Lessons had been learned and improvements were made on the F19A. It
sported under–wing fins and the tilting mechanism on the canard was
discarded in favour of a solid mount. Thus modified, the sole F19A
continued flying throughout the 1930s, being retired from service
in1939. Later, it was put on display at the Deutsche Luftfahrtsammlung
in Berlin, where it was destroyed in an Allied air raid in 1944.
So, why would I like to build a model of the Focke-Wulf F19A Ente?
Well, it’s different enough to be interesting. It would be relatively easy
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to build; the fuselage is virtually a box tapered at each end, with fabric
covered stringers. The canard is not too difficult, although it would need
bracing securely, and the wing would not present too many challenges.
The accompanying clear drawings and photos of the F 19A give
sufficient information, and the following video clips should give
sufficient inspiration! Why not have a go?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-hcQwCHY9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4d11hoGOGY
And here is one build by a Slovak modeller:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjqA5Iz8ooY
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Hi everyone, Dave Coleman is on the lookout for a muffler for his OS
AX-2 Q500 Sport engine, can anyone help him please? New or used.
Cheers John Danks
Airsail Model Aviation Club
299 Native Road
Pukekawa
2696
New Zealand
Phone 09 2334014
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Chuck Cunningham Float Flying
Many thanks to Wayne Cartwright for sending
this excellent article through. If you wish to
pursue a bit of float plane design for your next
project this will put you on the right track
CHUCK CUNNINGHAM Float Flying - Spring is about to get started in
many parts of the country, and with spring comes daylight saving time.
giving us longer hours in the afternoon with flying time firmly attached
to the end of the day. Why not plan ahead this spring for some flying
from a water site. This is one phase of R/C action that has gained a lot of
new fans in the past four or five years. It is time to delve back to some of
my earlier columns and once again talk about taking the secrets out of
float flying. Getting your aircraft ready to fly with floats attached is not
hard to do, but there are several things that need to be considered when
flying from and landing on water. Just about any aircraft flown from
water will take a dunking sooner or later. A high wing cabin job is the
most likely to be flipped over by the wind because the wing is located
far above the water. Because the wing is located high on the model,
when it is flipped over by the wind it floats on the wing, keeping the
fuselage, including engine, radio, battery, and servos high and dry most
of the lime. A shoulder winged aircraft is harder for the wind to flip, but
when it does, the radio and servos tend to stay dry. The engine usually
gets wet. A low winged model is harder for the wind to flip, but when it
docs, the entire fuselage generally winds up in the water, with everything
getting wet. The first thing that we need to do is to waterproof the
equipment as much as possible. Start with the battery pack. wrapping it
in plastic wrap, then a layer of closed cell foam, then wrap it again in
plastic wrap with only the lead sticking out. Use a 'twisty'' to cinch up
the plastic around the lead. The same for the receiver wrap with plastic,
then foam, then plastic again, tying all of the servo cable with a twisty.
Let the antenna exit from the other end of the receiver pack, and tic off
this exit with a twisty. Servos are a bit more difficult to waterproof.
Futaba makes servos that are waterproof, but we can do a bit of
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waterproofing on a standard type servo. Remove each servo from the
servo tray and remove the servo arm from the servo. Drape a piece of
plastic wrap over the gear that protrudes from the top of the servo, then
replace the servo arm on the gear, forcing the thin plastic wrap over the
gear. Wrap the servo with the remainder of the plastic wrap, again tying
it with a twisty at the servo lead. Do this same operation to all of the
servos, reinstall in the servo tray, connect back to the receiver, and
you've done about the best that you can do to protect the radio
equipment. In case of a dunking, always remove the wing and dump out
any water that may be trapped in the fuselage. Look at the equipment to
be sure that no water is in the plastic wrapped items. Your engine needs
immediate attention when dunked to ensure that the bearings do not have
a chance to get rusty. Pour all of the fuel out of the fuel tank. Chances
are that in the dunking, some water got mixed in with the fuel: do not put
this contaminated fuel back in your fuel can, dump it out! Take the glow
plug out of the engine, turn it upside down and drain all of the water out
of the engine and muffler. Then with the plow plug still out, put a starter to the engine and blow all of the rest of the water out of the glow
plug hole. Just a thirty second application of the starter should clear it
out. Blow the water from the glow plug, re-install it in the head. fill the
lank with fresh fuel. then fire up the engine and let it run for several
minutes until the oil in the fuel has a chance to be distributed around the
engine. If you're going to make another flight, the engine will be fine. If
that was the last flight of the day, then treat your engine with some afterrun oil. When looking at your dunked aircraft, make sure that the wings
and stab did not take on any water. Chances are that some got into the
covering. Poke a couple of holes with a pin and drain out all of the water.
Nothing will mess up a good flying model more than having a wingtip
full of water — almost a sure thing to cause another dunking on the next
take-off. The prop that you use on your aircraft is also very important. A
wood prop is not good when it comes to flying from water. Spray can eat
up a wooden propeller more rapidly than you can realize; therefore, a
plastic prop is a necessity. What generally happens is that the lake waters
get a little choppy, you gun the engine for take-off and the floats cause a
lot of spray to get kicked up into the prop, and your aircraft is hurdling
across the water trying to pick up flying speed. Something seems wrong
to you. but you're not sure what, so what the heck. haul back on the
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elevator stick and get that bird in the air. So back you haul, the aircraft
struggles into the air. then flops back like a dead fish. When you finally
get the aircraft back to shore. you see that what once was a pretty, well
balanced wooden prop is now just a splintered stick. It's no wonder the
aircraft would not get airborne. When you install floats on your model
for the first time, you may not realize that the weight distribution of the
floats will change the balance of your aircraft.
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Generally, the weight will be added aft of the center of balance, thus
causing your model to become tail heavy once the floats are mounted.
Prior to removing the landing gear. and with the fuel tank dry, locate the
balance point of your model. If you've been flying this particular bird for
some time, you are used to the way it flies at this balance point. Once
you have completely attached the floats, complete with whatever water
rudder system you are using, install the wing and see where the aircraft
now balances. Bet you dollars to donuts that it is now tail heavy. Bring
the balance to its former location with PAGE 2 the addition of lead
weights added to the floats, not to the aircraft. Once you have added the
correct amount of weight to the floats, be sure that the weight is
permanently attached. Now you will be able to switch back and forth
from land gear to water gear without worrying about the balance of the
model. Again, I've seen too many fliers overlook this balance precaution
and wonder why their aircraft either flew very poorly or crashed. Most
blamed the poor flying on the floats, never realizing that it was a simple
matter of C.G. location. Engine power is another consideration, most of
our aircraft today are pretty much overpowered. If your model is
overpowered as a land plane, it should have no trouble when converted
to a water plane. But. if your model just barely staggers into the air from
a grass or paved runway, then it's going to have a tough time trying to
take off from water. If in doubt, go to a larger size engine. The main rule
when taking off from water is to never force the take-off. If your aircraft
isn't up to flying speed when it is running on the water, then a forced
take-off can be deadly. Remember that the addition of floats to your
model has increased the weight, and of course the wing loading and the
drag a considerable amount. If you added that much weight and drag to
an aircraft taking off from a paved runway, you would realize very
quickly that take-off speed needs to be much higher to prevent a stall.
One last thought on making a take-off. Flying from a glass smooth pond
seems like an ideal situation; however, it's almost impossible to lift off
of that glass smooth surface. A take-off is much easier when there is a
slight ripple to the water. The ripple breaks up the suction between the
water and the floats. If you're flying from a glass like surface, taxi out.
then make a big circle in the water, letting the turbulence of your taxi
maneuver break up the water. Then turn into the wind, shove the throttle
stick full forward, and bounce off over the ripples that your aircraft
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created. Designing And Building Floats There are several types of floats
for use on aircraft. All full size airplanes use V-bottom hulls on their
floats. Some early aircraft such as the Sop- PAGE 3 with Bipe used flat
bottom type floats, which act more like water skis, while the V bottom
acts more like the hull of a boat. In model type aircraft either float design
works well. The flat bottom float is much easier to construct. and will let
your model fly from, and land on, water very easily. The Vbottom looks
more scale, but is a bit harder to build. However. the basic layout of the
float styles is still the same.

The overall length, location of the step etc.. will be the same for both the
flat and bottom type floats. Generally speaking, floats constructed from
Styrofoam are easier to build, and more damage proof to use than the
floats that are built up from balsa. It all depends upon the type of aircraft
you are going to be flying from water. If it's a real scale machine then
you should build floats that duplicate the full size aircraft's floats. If you
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are going to be flying from water for the fun of it, and you're going to
put floats on your normal fun machine, then the flat bottom foam
material floats will be easier and faster to build, and will give you
excellent service. The starting point in designing the floats that we are
going to use is to determine the length of the fuselage of your aircraft. I
always measure the fuselage length as that distance from the back of the
prop to (he hinge line of the tail feathers. Some aircraft have a different
hinge line for the rudder and elevator, so in that case, use the hinge line
farthest to the rear as the measuring point for the fuselage length. The
float length should be at about 75% of the fuselage length. This
measurement isn't cast in stone. The length can vary from 70% to 80%
with no problem. If you're trying to determine what length floats, then
work in the 70-80% range. If you're going to build your own floats, then
use the 75% figure. It doesn't make any difference to the overall float
length if your aircraft has one wing, two wings, or ten wings, the
float/fuselage relation stays the same. For example, if the fuselage length
is 47", 75% of this is 35”. So, what the heck, round it off to 36". Some
commercial floats are available in this length, so don't pick at nits. buy
whatever is close. Same for making your own. standardize a little bit.
The only time that this length might not be correct is if the aircraft for
which you are designing floats has an unusually long nose (the distance
from the leading edge of the wing to the back of the prop). Some of the
smaller trainer type aircraft do have an extra long nose, so the next thing
that we need to consider is the location of the balance point of the
aircraft. This should always be shown on the plans, but. you should also
check the balance point on your aircraft to see if your model (with no
fuel in the tank) balances at the same point. It's possible that you have
been flying with the balance point different from the designer's location.
Mark the balance point on your model for use now. and in the future
when we are going to rebalance after the floats have been installed. The
step of the float should be located right on the balance point, or not more
than a 1/2" aft of the balance point. If your model is one of the long nose
type then our 75% float length may not be long enough. Normally, I use
a figure of 53% of the float length forward of the step location, while the
length aft of the step is 47% of the total float length. It is very important
to have the nose of the floats at least several inches forward of the prop
on your aircraft. If the floats are not extended beyond the prop. then the
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model lends to rotate down under power, first swamping the floats and
then the aircraft. Draw a line on the plans for your model parallel to the
"normal" fuselage line; not the thrust line nor the chord line, but the
fuselage "line." On this line locate the balance point. Then measure
forward along this line to a point that is 53% of the float length. In our
example we are using an overall float length of 36", 53% of this yields
about 19". Locating the step 1/2" aft of the balance point yields a float
length line that ends about 21/2" ahead of the prop. Just about perfect. If
your longnosed model has the float nose just even with the prop. or a bit
aft of the prop, extend the float line until its forward point (or the nose of
the float) is at least 5% of the fuselage length ahead of the prop. Leave
the tail length of the floats alone at 47% of the original float length.

Once you have determined the overall float length, then use the diagram
to lay out the rest of the float dimensions. Using our 36" long float, we
find that the overall depth of the float will be 8% of the length or 2.88"
(let's say 3"). The width is actually a factor of the overall weight that the
floats have to support, so use the table in Figure 1. For our example we
will use a width of 4". The nose and tail upsweep angles are as low as
you should go. Increasing the aft sweep from 3° to 5° will allow the
aircraft to break the water suction easier but also the aft end of the
aircraft may ride lower in the water. I have used both angles and think
that in the future I'm going to stick with about 4°. Now that we have
arrived at our basic float design we need to decide on constructing the
floats from balsa or foam. Of course, you can use either material but
since I'm very partial to foam. that's what we will talk about this time.
There are two reasons why I like to use foam. The first is that it is much
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easier and faster to use. while the second is that you cannot poke a hole
in a foam float allowing it to Fill with water and sink the aircraft. I've
seen this happen several times. The aircraft was not lost, but it sure got
wet, and it sure ended a day's flying early. You may think that the only
way to work with Styrofoam is with a hot wire and templates. You can
go this route but then you need to build templates for each size set of
floats that you wish to build. Rather than do this, use a saw to cut out the
floats. If you have a band saw this is very easy to do. 1 use a metal
cutting blade on my band saw for just about everything, balsa, pine,
metal and foam. It always gives a very smooth cut in any material. If you
don't have a band saw, or a friend with one, then you can use a regular
hand held saw, or coping saw to cut out the float. With a hand saw you
will have to do a bit more sanding. but it's still pretty quick to do. It is
also a very good idea to wear a dust mask when sanding Styrofoam, or
whenever you are doing any type of sanding.

After the pair of floats are cut install the plywood stiff back to the top of
the foam. Use a strip of 1/4" plywood about 5/8" wide, running the full
length of the float for .60 and .90 powered aircraft. 1/8" ply will do
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nicely for .40 size and smaller aircraft. If you don't have any long pieces
of plywood, PAGE 4 then use 1/4" x 1/2" spruce or pine. If you want to
build a pretty set of floats then you will need to cut a slot in the top of
each float large enough to accept the stiff back piece. This slot can be cut
with a knife, or a table saw. You can also make a heavy copper wire
fitting just the right slot size and fit this into your soldering gun. if you
have the type that has multiple heads, and melt a slot into the foam. If
you really don't care about a perfect look, and just want to go flying,
then glue the stiff back to the top of the foam float and forget the slot.
Use epoxy glue or Elmer’s Probond polyurethane glue. The next step is
very important, and should not be overlooked. Set the floats on your
workbench and position your aircraft on the floats so that the step is
located where you determined on the line you drew on the plans. Mark
the location for the existing landing gear, and whatever aft or forward
brace gear will contact the stiff back. Remove the fuselage and drill a
1/4" hole through the stiff back and into the foam float a total of 2" deep
for each hole. A minimum of four holes in each float. Be sure not to drill
through the float, but if you do, simply fill the hole from the bottom side
with scrap foam and epoxy. Fill each hole with epoxy and insert a 1/4" x
2" dowel in each hole. You may need to tap these dowels into place with
a hammer. These dowels lock the stiff back to the foam. If you neglect to
do this then do not be surprised when the stiff back rips away from the
foam in a hard landing. If you're building long floats for a larger aircraft,
then add one more dowel at the forward and aft ends of the float. Take a
look at the drawings showing float attachment for both two wheel and
trike gear aircraft. The normal landing gear will work just fine on floats,
you just have to do a little modification on the nose gear for a trike type,
while adding an extra rear brace for a tail dragger type. It's easier to
replace the nose gear wire with an "L" bend wire of similar diameter,
then when you change from wheels to floats, a couple of wheel collars
are all that need to be removed to make the changeover. On a tail
dragger type landing gear, a mounting plate will need to be added to the
fuselage just aft of the wing. A 1/8" or 1/4" piece of plywood glued to
the structure is all that needs to be added. Extra braces are generally not
needed as the float load at this point is pushing against the brace, rather
than trying to pull it from the structure of the fuselage. I like to set my
floats up so that the wing chord line is positive to the top line of the
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floats. About 2o positive is good for most aircraft. Measure this on the
plans for your model to see just how much positive this will amount to.
Mount the main gear to the floats, then shim the fuselage or block it up,
so that you can measure the amount of positive that you have for a
correct setting. Then make the aft strut, or forward strut for a trike gear
job, to the correct length. If you mess up and get these struts just a bit
too long or too short you can compensate for this by adding blocks on
top of the floats between the gear and the stiff back. The idea for using
positive in the wing is because you want the wing to lift the aircraft from
the water when on a takeoff run. Nothing is to be gained by an aircraft
that motorboats all over the pond because the wing is not lifting the
airplane from the water. Remember the friction or adhesion of the float
to water is mega times higher than is the adhesion between a wheel and a
paved surface. Look at the area of the wheel in contact with the ground
compared to the total area of the float in the water. Covering foam floats
can be done in several ways. You can cover the entire float with 1/16"
balsa wood, then put on light glass cloth and epoxy resin and paint. Or.
you can cover the sheeted float with plastic film. Or you can leave the
foam bare and cover with low heat film. Or. you can cover the floats
with clear or brown package tape. When I first suggested this type of
covering about 7 or 8 years ago, lots of guys laughed, but after trying it,
most came to realize that this type of covering is quick, easy, cheap and
durable. The final method is to leave the floats uncovered and go fly.
Whatever method that you use will work, just remember that the more
finish you add to the floats the heavier they become and that the overall
wing loading will increase. The final item we need to discuss is a water
rudder. There are two ways to construct a water rudder. One is to attach
a rudder to the aft end of either one, or both floats (best for windy
conditions), while another simple method is to attach a small water
rudder directly to the rudder on the aircraft. Don't overlook a water
rudder. You are going to need some other steering method than just an
air rudder. The rudder attached to the air rudder is the type that I like to
use. A small piece of tin can material or a piece of brass soldered to a
piece of 1/16" diameter wire is all that is needed. A piece I" wide x 2"
long is large enough for the normal .60 size aircraft. Be sure to set the
water rudder so that it is immersed in the water at taxi speed, but is clear
of the water when the model is up and running on the step at takeoff
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speed. When the assembled aircraft with floats attached is sitting on your
workbench with the float tops level, make the length of the water rudder
wire so that the bottom of the water rudder does not stick down more
than 1/2" below the bottom of the end of the float. You want to make
sure that at takeoff speed only the air rudder is used to steer. The water
rudder is so effective that if it is in the water on a high speed run. any
movement will result in a violent change of direction of the aircraft. We
mentioned about adding weights to the floats to arrive at rebalancing the
aircraft at its balance point after the addition of floats. This is very
important and should not be overlooked. COPYRIGHT RCM
MAGAZINE
__________________________________________________________
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Yet More August Antics

One pilot with five consultants, sounds about right

Alan Rowson had this
quarter scale 3D printed
pilot on show. Just
awaiting his cockpit.
Cheap to. If interested
speak to Alan.
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Rowdy and Ugly
Stik
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HMAC Patron Graeme
Bradley has been in the wars
of late. Not a prop injury.
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Alan

green grass and sky

Nieuport

The start of Aces Stik Combat. Ready set go.
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Parting Shot:
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Coming Events 2020
September 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Introduction to RC Aerobatics, Frazer Briggs
September 9, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Monthly Club Day – Aerobatics tutorial and Coaching
September 13, 2020 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
 NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
September 19, 2020 - September 20, 2020 9:30 am@ JR Airsail Airfield,
299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 RC Pylon Racing Series
September 26, 2020 - September 27, 2020 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native
Rd, Pukekawa
 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (D) – Confirmed
September 27, 2020 9:00 am – 4:00 pm @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road,
Horsham Downs.

October 2020
 RC Aerobatics Competition
October 3, 2020 - October 4, 2020 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea
 Tauranga MAC world famous Model Auction (TBC - Subject to Covid19)
October 4, 2020 8:30 am - @ Classic Flyers
 RC Aerobatics Competition
October 11, 2020 - @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
October 14, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 Waharoa Warbirds Flyin
October 17, 2020 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
 NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
October 17, 2020 – October 18, 2020 9:30 am@ Tuakau MAC , Tuakau
Domain, Alexandra Redoubt Road
 HMAC Monthly Club Day
October 18, 2020 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
 RC Aerobatics Competition
October 31, 2020 - @ TECT All Terrain Park Model Flying Centre, Pyes Pa
Road. (29km from Tauranga, 27km from Rotorua )
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Next Flight Lines October 2020
September Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 7 October 2020

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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